Dumbbell Schwannomas of the Internal Auditory Canal


BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Benign tumors of the internal auditory canal (IAC) may leave the confines of the IAC fundus and extend into inner ear structures, forming a dumbbell-shaped lesion. It is important to differentiate dumbbell lesions, which include facial and vestibulocochlear schwannomas, from simple intracanalicular schwannomas, as surgical techniques and prognostic implications are affected. In this article, the imaging and clinical features of these dumbbell schwannomas are described.

METHODS: A dumbbell lesion of the IAC is defined as a mass with two bulbous segments, one in the IAC fundus and the other in the membranous labyrinth of the inner ear or the geniculate ganglion of the facial nerve canal, spanned by an isthmus. Twenty-four patients with dumbbell lesions of the IAC had their clinical and imaging data retrospectively reviewed. Images were evaluated for contour of the mass and extension into the membranous labyrinth or geniculate ganglion.

RESULTS: Ten of 24 lesions were facial nerve dumbbell lesions. Characteristic features included an enhancing “tail” along the labyrinthine segment of the facial nerve and enlargement of the facial nerve canal. Dumbbell schwannomas of the vestibulocochlear nerve (14/24) included transmodiolar (8/14), which extended into the cochlea, transmacular (2/14), which extended into the vestibule, and combined transmodiolar/transmacular (4/14) types.

CONCLUSION: Simple intracanalicular schwannomas can be differentiated from transmodiolar, transmacular, and facial nerve schwannomas with postcontrast and high-resolution fast spin-echo T2-weighted MR imaging. Temporal bone CT is reserved for presurgical planning in the dumbbell facial nerve schwanna group.

Schwannoma is a benign neoplasm of the nerve sheath and is the most common neoplasm of the internal auditory canal (IAC) and cerebellopontine angle (1–6). “Acoustic” schwannomas most often arise from the vestibular division of the vestibulocochlear nerve. This tumor most commonly originates near the vestibular ganglion, at the junction of the central and peripheral myelin near the fundus of the IAC. Schwannomas may arise from any of the cranial nerves within the IAC, however, including the facial nerve (1, 5). Typical IAC schwannomas are intracanalicular without extension into the membranous labyrinth of the inner ear.

Treatment of patients with simple IAC schwannomas involves surgical resection with a goal of preserving hearing and facial nerve function (7–12). Classically, these schwannomas are treated surgically by using one of three approaches (translabyrinthine, middle fossa, or retrosigmoid/suboccipital), depending on the size and location of the mass, as well as level of hearing. When schwannomas leave the confines of the IAC and extend into the inner ear, surgical approaches and prognostic implications are affected.

A “dumbbell” lesion of the IAC is defined as a mass with two bulbous segments, one in the IAC fundus and the other in the membranous labyrinth of the inner ear or the geniculate ganglion of the facial nerve canal, spanned by an isthmus. Hearing preservation surgery is not an option when a lesion extends into the labyrinth, as removing a tumor from the labyrinth would be expected to result in profound sensorineural hearing loss (4). Should the dumbbell lesion extend to the geniculate ganglion, this would indicate a facial nerve neuroma and would influence the approach, as well as preparation, for facial nerve repair. Therefore, it is imperative to recognize when a lesion of the IAC is not a simple intracanalicular schwannoma.
Optimal therapeutic decisions for patients with IAC schwannomas require accurate imaging with precise lesion localization. MR imaging is the examination of choice for depicting of the IAC in patients with a suspected vestibulocochlear schwannoma (13–15). Both contrast-enhanced and high-resolution fast spin-echo (FSE) T2-weighted imaging are invaluable in the evaluation of IAC lesions. High-resolution FSE T2-weighted imaging provides excellent demonstration of the intracanalicular segments of the facial and vestibulocochlear nerves and is a useful adjunct to conventional contrast-enhanced studies of the IAC (16–18).

The objectives of our study were to define the radiologic features and determine the surgical and prognostic implications of IAC schwannomas that extend beyond the confines of the IAC and involve the facial or vestibulocochlear nerves.

**Methods**

We retrospectively reviewed the clinical data and imaging characteristics of 24 patients with dumbbell lesions over a period of 10 years, from March 1989 through December 1999. Clinical data collected included hearing loss, tinnitus, dizziness, dysequilibrium, vertigo, facial twitching, and facial paralysis. Audiologic testing included pure tone audiogram, speech discrimination testing, and stapedial reflexes.

Patients were examined with a 1.5-T magnet. All patients were imaged with thin-section contrast-enhanced MR imaging through the IAC (800/27/2 [TR/TE/excitations], 3-mm slice thickness, 0-mm interslice gap, and fat saturation). High-resolution FSE T2-weighted imaging was performed using phased-array surface coils. FSE T2-weighted images were obtained using either 2D acquisition (4000/102/6, 2-mm slice thickness, −1-mm interslice gap, echo train length = 32) or 3D acquisition (4000/130/1, 0.8-mm slice thickness, 0-mm interslice gap, echo train length = 64). Patients who were managed conservatively were followed up with high-resolution FSE T2-weighted imaging. Patients with suspected facial nerve lesions were also examined with thin-section temporal bone CT (1-mm axial/coronal). Images were evaluated for size and contour of masses and extension into the cochlea, vestibular structures, or geniculate ganglion. For those patients who underwent surgical resection, diagnosis was confirmed by histologic examination of the tumor. The diagnosis of the remaining patients was presumed schwannoma and made on the basis of clinical and imaging characteristics.

For the purposes of definition, we separated dumbbell lesions into two major groups: those involving the facial nerve (cranial nerve VII) and those involving the vestibulocochlear nerve (cranial nerve VIII). We defined a facial nerve dumbbell as an IAC mass that involved the labyrinthine segment of the facial nerve with extension to the geniculate ganglion (Fig 1). We defined a vestibulocochlear dumbbell as an IAC mass that involved the vestibulocochlear nerve with extension into the cochlea or vestibular structures or both. We identified three subgroups of the vestibulocochlear nerve schwannomas: transmodiolar, transmacular, and combined. Transmodiolar lesions extended from the IAC through the modiolus into the cochlea (Fig 2). Transmacular lesions extended from the IAC fundus through the macula cribrosa into the vestibule. Finally, a combined transmodiolar/transmacular lesion extended from the IAC fundus into both the cochlea and vestibule.

**Results**

Twenty-four patients with the diagnosis of IAC dumbbell schwannoma were found. The patients ranged in age from 16 to 79 years (mean age, 42 years); 13 were female and 11 were male patients. There were 10 facial nerve dumbbell lesions and 14 vestibulocochlear lesions.

**Facial Nerve Schwannomas**

Ten patients with facial nerve dumbbell schwannomas were reviewed. The patients ranged in age
from 15 to 63 years (mean age, 43 years). There were six female and four male patients. Presenting clinical symptoms included hearing loss in seven patients and facial nerve paralysis in four patients. One patient also had tinnitus. All of the facial nerve dumbbell lesions extended from the IAC to the geniculate ganglion.

In all cases (10/10), MR imaging with contrast enhancement revealed a mass in the IAC fundus with an enhancing “tail” extending to the geniculate ganglion (Fig 3A). Three facial schwannomas also had extension anteromedially along the greater superficial petrosal nerve. High-resolution FSE T2-weighted imaging (5/10) revealed a hypointense
mass within the IAC along the facial nerve, extending to the geniculate ganglion (Fig 3B and C). CT (8/10) revealed a smoothly enlarged facial nerve canal involving the labyrinthine segment and geniculate ganglion region in all cases imaged (Fig 3D). Seven of the cases (7/10) were pathologically proven facial nerve schwannomas at surgery. The three remaining patients were managed conservatively and followed up radiologically.

**Vestibulocochlear Schwannomas**

Fourteen patients with vestibulocochlear schwannomas were reviewed. The patients ranged in age from 16 to 79 years (mean age, 54 years). There were seven male and seven female patients. All patients (14/14) presented with hearing loss and 13 of 14 presented with some combination of vestibular symptoms, including tinnitus, dizziness, dysequilibrium, and vertigo. Two patients also presented with facial nerve dysfunction (Table). Eight patients had transmodiolar dumbbell schwannomas, whereas only two patients had transmacular lesions. Four patients had combined lesions extending from the IAC into both the cochlea and vestibular structures. Five patients had pathologically proven schwannomas.

All patients were imaged with contrast-enhanced MR imaging, whereas the majority (11/14) also underwent high-resolution FSE T2-weighted imaging. Imaging of patients with transmodiolar lesions (n = 8) with contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MR imaging showed an enhancing mass in the IAC with extension into the cochlea. High-resolution FSE T2-weighted images showed a hypointense mass as a filling defect within the IAC extending to the cochlea (Fig 4). Imaging of patients with transmacular lesions (n = 2) with contrast-enhanced and high-resolution FSE T2-weighted MR imaging showed a mass extending from the IAC fundus to the vestibule (Fig 5). Finally, imaging of patients with combined transmodiolar/transmacular schwannomas (n = 4) showed a mass extending from the IAC to the cochlea and vestibule (Fig 6). One patient had a translabyrinthine mass extending from the IAC through the labyrinth into the middle ear (Fig 7).

### Discussion

The typical IAC schwannoma is a focal, lobulated, intracanalicular mass that is centered near the porus acusticus and extends toward the fundus of the IAC. Current treatment for these lesions usually involves surgical resection with the goal of preserving hearing and facial nerve function (7–12). In contrast, a dumbbell schwannoma extends beyond the confines of the IAC into the labyrinth, with involvement of the geniculate ganglion, cochlea, or vestibule. Intralabyrinthine schwannomas are rare but have been described (4, 19, 20). The extracanalicular portions of dumbbell schwannoma can be easily overlooked on routine imaging but are important to recognize because of their surgical and prognostic implications.

Imaging is critical for evaluation of dumbbell schwannomas. When contrast-enhanced MR imaging is completed, a bilobed enhancing mass within the IAC with extension to the geniculate ganglion, cochlea, or vestibule is identified. When the lesion is suspected to be a facial schwannoma, temporal bone CT is added to confirm the enlargement of the labyrinthine segment of the facial nerve canal and provide bony landmarks for the surgeon.

The use of high-resolution FSE T2-weighted imaging as a screening examination for IAC schwannoma requires attention to the less obvious finding of tumor extension beyond the IAC. Proper identification of these dumbbell schwannomas is critical; failure to identify the tumor leaving the IAC into either the inner ear membranous labyrinth or along the facial nerve to the geniculate fossa may lead to an incorrect diagnosis and inadequate surgery. When a mass is seen within the high signal fluid of the IAC, the radiologist must look for extension into the labyrinth. When the tumor extends into the high-signal fluid of the cochlea (transmodiolar schwannoma) or vestibule (transmacular schwannoma), it is readily visible as a filling defect. When the schwannoma extends along the labyrinthine segment of the facial nerve, however, it may be more difficult to see on FSE T2-weighted imaging, as it is surrounded by bone in this location. Temporal bone CT is used to confirm the enlargement of the bony canal in such cases.

### Presenting symptoms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Facial Nerve Dumbbell (n = 10)</th>
<th>CN VIII Transmodiolar (n = 8)</th>
<th>CN VIII Transmacular (n = 2)</th>
<th>CN VII Combined Transmodiolar/Transmacular (n = 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hearing loss</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinnitus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizziness</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysequilibrium</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertigo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial nerve abnormality</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—Patients commonly presented with a combination of symptoms.
Facial Nerve Schwannomas

Facial nerve schwannomas are rare lesions that must be recognized and differentiated from vestibulocochlear tumors. These patients usually present with facial nerve dysfunction or hearing loss, depending on tumor location and size (21–25). Facial nerve schwannomas presenting among patients with hearing loss can be confused clinically with a typical vestibulocochlear schwannoma (26, 27). Therefore, imaging becomes critical in the evaluation of these patients. The hearing loss may be either conductive or sensorineural, depending on the size and location of the tumor (21, 22). Conductive hearing loss is related to ossicular compression by involvement of the tympanic facial nerve segment. Sensorineural hearing loss results from compression of the cochlear nerve in the IAC or erosion into the membranous labyrinth (24, 25).

Facial nerve schwannomas usually involve the geniculate ganglion (21, 23, 28), but may involve any portion of the facial nerve (29). In our series, only dumbbell lesions from the IAC to the geniculate ganglion were included. These dumbbell facial nerve schwannomas can be confused clinically and radiologically with vestibulocochlear schwannoma. Therefore, facial nerve schwannomas can and should be differentiated by the imaging characteristics described herein. Characteristic MR imaging features include an enhancing “tail” along the labyrinthine segment of the facial nerve as it extends to the geniculate ganglion region or, on high-resolution FSE T2-weighted images, a hy-
Fig 5. Transmacular dumbbell schwannoma.
A, Axial contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MR image (800/27/2) at the level of the IAC shows an enhancing mass in the fundus of the IAC (large white arrow) with extension into the vestibule (small white arrow).
B, Axial high-resolution FSE T2-weighted MR image (4000/102/6) at the level of the IAC shows a small nodular mass in the fundus of the IAC (small white arrow). The hypointense mass extends into the vestibule (large white arrow). In addition, the normal left fluid-filled cochlea (large open white arrow) and cochlear aperture (small open white arrow) are seen. Used by permission (37).

Fig 6. Combined transmodiolar/transmacular schwannoma.
A, Axial enhanced T1-weighted MR image (39/14/2) at the level of the IAC shows an enhancing mass in the fundus of the IAC (open arrow) with extension into the cochlea (large white arrow) and vestibule (small white arrow).
B, Axial high-resolution FSE T2-weighted MR image (4000/102/6) at the level of the IAC shows the hypointense mass in the cochlea (large white arrow) and vestibule (curved white arrow). A small nodule is also seen within the fundus of the IAC (small white arrow). The normal modiolus is well seen on the right (open right arrow). Used by permission (37).

Pointense mass involving the IAC facial nerve extending toward the geniculate ganglion. Temporal bone CT features include benign, sharply marginated remodeling with enlargement of the labyrinthine segment of the facial nerve canal, often with enlargement of the geniculate fossa (1, 25).

When the diagnosis of dumbbell facial nerve schwannoma has been made on the basis of im-
aging studies, a series of important treatment decisions must be initiated. Proper patient counseling prior to therapy is vital, given the likelihood of facial nerve dysfunction with treatment. If the patient does not have facial nerve dysfunction at the time of first diagnosis, s/he should be followed up with electrical testing and MR imaging until some facial nerve dysfunction surfaces. Because earlier treatment is often correlated with a better return of facial function (29, 30), surgery is offered at this time.

The surgical approach for dumbbell facial nerve schwannoma is selected on the basis of tumor size and the degree of residual hearing (29). The translabyrinthine approach is used in cases of large tumor or no serviceable hearing or both. This approach allows safe access to the IAC and labyrinthine, tympanic, and mastoid segments of the facial nerve. If the patient has residual hearing, the middle fossa approach is employed to access the IAC, labyrinthine segment, geniculate ganglion, and anterior tympanic portions of the facial nerve without injuring the cochlea. When the facial nerve schwannoma involves multiple, contiguous segments of the facial nerve, nerve grafting becomes necessary. Rarely, the tumor is small (less than 1 cm in length), and a primary anastomosis can be used. Facial nerve function is diminished by surgical intervention whether the facial nerve schwannoma is primarily removed or grafted (31).

Vestibulocochlear Schwannomas

Patients with dumbbell vestibulocochlear schwannomas usually present with hearing loss similar to patients with simple intracanalicular schwannomas confined to the IAC. Patients with these tumors often have vestibular symptoms. Rarely, they present with facial nerve symptoms related to compression from the tumor. The importance of recognizing extension of the tumor beyond the IAC preoperatively is obvious, as incomplete removal of tumor, early recurrence of tumor, and an increased rate of hearing loss as a complication of surgery all can result from overlooking this radiologic finding (4). In fact, the observation of vestibulocochlear schwannoma extending to the cochlear base, transmodiolar, or transmacular makes the possibility of hearing preservation at the time of surgery remote (32).

Vestibulocochlear dumbbell schwannomas can be differentiated from simple intracanalicular schwannomas by extension of the tumor into the cochlea or vestibule or both revealed by either high-resolution FSE T2-weighted or contrast-enhanced MR imaging. When screening FSE T2-weighted MR imaging reveals extension into the membranous labyrinth of the inner ear, a contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MR study is done for confirmation. Because complete hearing loss results from a surgical cure in this patient group, many are managed conservatively and followed up clinically and with high-resolution FSE T2-weighted imaging.

The majority of patients in our series had the transmodiolar type of dumbbell schwannoma, which is somewhat surprising, because most typical IAC schwannomas arise from the vestibular division of the vestibulocochlear nerve (5). We suspect that dumbbell schwannomas represent a different

Fig 7. Translabyrinthine schwannoma.
A, Axial enhanced T1-weighted MR image (800/27/2) at the level of the IAC shows a large enhancing mass within the cerebellopontine angle-IAC (open arrow) with extension into the cochlea (black arrow) and vestibule (white arrow).
B, Axial CT shows the soft-tissue mass extending into the middle ear (small black arrow) through an enlarged round window (large black arrow). Used by permission (37).
type of lesion. The fact that there is a predominance of transmodiolar lesions suggests these lesions may arise along the distal cochlear division of the vestibulocochlear nerve in the vicinity of the modiolus. In addition, there were several combined transmodiolar/transmacular schwannomas that had involvement of the cochlea, as seen in Figure 6. In these cases, the schwannoma fills the cochlea with direct contiguous intralabyrinthine spread into the vestibule.

Patients with schwannomas confined to the IAC usually undergo surgical resection using a translabyrinthine, retrosigmoid, or suboccipital approach, depending on the tumor size and location and the degree of hearing loss present. Because surgical treatment of dumbbell vestibulocochlear schwannoma guarantees complete hearing loss in the affected ear, these patients are initially managed conservatively. When disabling vertigo is part of the clinical picture, or if follow-up imaging reveals tumor growth down the IAC into the cerebellopontine angle, surgical resection using a translabyrinthine approach is completed. No growth or slow growth of vestibulocochlear schwannoma is common, however, and many of these tumors never require surgery (33–36).

Conclusion

Dumbbell schwannomas may extend from the confines of the IAC into the various segments of the labyrinth or facial nerve canal. It is critical to recognize extension of IAC schwannomas into the modiolus (transmodiolar), the macula (transmacular), or facial nerve canal, as these features will affect surgical approach, complications, and prognostic implications. We found that dedicated, thin-section, contrast-enhanced MR imaging of the IAC supplemented by high-resolution FSE T2-weighted imaging can help determine extension of a lesion into the labyrinth or facial nerve canal. Temporal bone CT is also useful in the evaluation of dumbbell facial nerve schwannomas for presurgical planning.
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